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The roots of pharmacogenetics may date back as early as 

the 6th century BC, when Pythagoras was said to have 

recognized that eating fava beans caused illness in some, 

but not all, individuals. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND



Luciano di Samòsata nel suo dialogo Il sogno ovvero il gallo - Óneiros ë 

alektryøn, 4-5:

Gallo: Hai sentito parlare di un certo Pitagora figlio di Mnesarco, di Samo?

Micillo: Intendi il sofista, l’esaltato che aveva fatto la regola di non assaggiare

la carne e di non mangiare le fave (eliminando così dalla tavola un cibo che a

me piace moltissimo)…?



In the 1940s, the immunochemist William Boyd noted that 

in contrast to Mediterranean populations, native Britons 

almost never developed hemolytic anemia after ingestion 

of fava beans; he suggested a genetic difference as the 

probable explanation. It is now known that the hemolytic 

anemia associated with ingestion of fava beans, which 

may also occur with a variety of pharmacologic agents, is 

due to X-linked glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase 

deficiency (G6PD)

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND



JAMA 1957

Although some progress has been made in the study of mechanisms 

of drug allergy, little was known until recently about the pathogenesis 

of hypersuscetibility reactions and hyposusceptibility reactions. Data 

are available now which suggest the reactions of this type may be 

caused by otherwise genetic traits or enzyme deficiencies
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How an individual genetic inheritance 

affects the body’s response to drug…

Frederich Vogel 1959



After single oral doses, rates of elimination of ethanol, 

phenylbutazone, antipyrine, and dicumarol were measured in the 

plasma of identical and fraternal twins. In our twins, large individual 

differences in rates of elimination of ethanol (twofold), antipyrine 

(threefold), phenylbutazone (sixfold), and dicumarol (tenfold) were 

almost exclusively under genetic control and under "basal“ 

conditions were influenced negligibly by environmental factors. Each 

subject's rate of drug elimination was a highly reproducible value.

Annals New York Academy of Sciences 1971
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TPMT (Tiopurina Metiltransferasi)

Thiopurine s-methyltransferase (TPMT) is responsible for the 

metabolism of the class of therapeutic compounds called thiopurines 

(eg, azathioprine, mercaptopurine [6-MP]). Variation in the TPMT gene 

can result in functional inactivation of the enzyme, and a markedly 

increased risk of life-threatening myelosuppression. For this reason, 

TPMT testing is recommended by the United States Food and Drug 

Administration prior to treatment.



Many physicians consider that TPMT genotyping is mandatory prior 

to the administration of thiopurines for treatment of inflammatory and 

autoimmune disorders, this is not a universal viewpoint.

The prevalence of homozygous variants among Caucasians is only 

about 1 in 300; it is even lower in African and Asian populations. 

Therefore, testing is only applicable to a very small percent of the 

population. Furthermore, the majority of patients who develop 

myelosuppression while taking azathioprine do not have detectable 

TPMT gene mutations.
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Ann Intern Med 2009
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Abacavir is a nucleoside analog with potent 

activity against HIV; however, a proportion of 

patients develop severe hypersensitivity 

reactions to this drug.

ABACAVIR 



• Febbre

• Cefalea, vertigine

• Nausea,vomito, diarrea

• Dispnea e tosse

• Rash cutaneo

• Tachicardia, ipotensione

• Patch test per conferma immunologica di ADR

ABACAVIR e ADR



Abacavir hypersensitivity is associated with carriage of 

the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I 

allele HLA-B*5701. Presentation of the peptide-HLA 

complex on an antigen-presenting cell to the receptor 

of an abacavir-specific CD8+ T-cell activates the 

release inflammatory cytokines, resulting in the clinical 

syndrome of acute hypersensitivity syndrome.

ABACAVIR e HLA-B*5701
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Several guideline bodies, including the American Society of Clinical Oncology 

(ASCO), the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN), and the National 

Academy of Clinical Biochemistry recommend routine testing of HER2 

expression on newly diagnosed and metastatic breast cancers since 2001. 



• Limiti nel disegno degli studi (carenza di RCT prospettici e 
eterogeneità tra gli studi)

• Correlazione tra genotipo e fenotipo

• Considerazioni etiche

• Carenza di studi che valutino il rapporto costo-beneficio

• Basso numero di test farmacogenetici disponibili e carenza di 
linee guida che ne regolino l’implementazione

FARMACOGENETICA E PRATICA CLINICA



Circumstances that favor cost effectiveness of a pharmacogenetic test include:

A high prevalence of the genetic variant of interest in the target population, a good 

correlation between phenotype and genotype, satisfactory diagnostic test criteria, a 

disease that is associated with significant morbidity or mortality if left untreated, and 

a significant reduction in adverse drug reactions resulting from testing 

Despite the multitude of pharmacogenetic association studies in the literature, 

relatively few cost-effective analyses have been performed. 

There are only limited data on the rate at which pharmacogenetic testing actually 

prevents clinically significant adverse drug reactions.

The price of pharmacogenetic tests is likely to drop continuously over the next few 

years

PLOS medicine 2007



CONCLUSIONI



Pharmacogenetic testing is available in some areas in conjunction with 

certain drug classes, and may enable physicians to understand why 

patients respond differently to various drugs and to make better 

decisions about therapy. 

However, the goal of "individualized therapy" based upon 

pharmacogenetic testing has yet to be realized.

Despite the promise of a growing body of research relating to   

pharmacogenetics and its impact on drug response, and FDA 

guidelines as to the use of genetic markers to guide therapy for a 

variety of agents use of these tests is not widespread with a few 

notable exceptions.


